Program Name: “AUDIO_VIDEO_MAKING”,

Date: 25th May 2020

Numbers of participants: 150

Number of resource Person: 2

Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat

EBSB Club, Government Polytechnic for Girls, Ahmedabad

Activity ~ May -2020

Students were informed to make audio &/ video clip at their own place and submit it through digital platform in prescribe format on or before by 25th May, 2020.

Rules & Terms:

- The clip should meet the subject of the EBSB (Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat), and should contain one or several emotions presented with the paired state i.e. Chhatishgarh~Gujarat,
- Use of Tiktok is STRICTLY prohibited
- Waqt ye bhi gujar jayega bas tu thahe r ja
- Fight against CORONA ~ Covid-19
- Do's and Don'ts do during Covid
- Mindfulness
- Spread Positivism
- Faith in God

Clip description:

- Title
- Basic emotion/emotions
- Plot, conception
- The clip can be made on any device;
- Clip duration - from 30sec. up to 10min.;

Use following:

- Compliance with the theme
- Originality
- Interesting, useful and informative
- The basic idea, concept, creative innovation work
- Follow the requirements
- It may be in group or individual

**NOTE: USE OF TIKTOK IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.**

Upload your contribution here:

https://forms.gle/VADbeoz4XF3ojEq18

In total 16 responses in group we get

Best Video: https://youtu.be/WQRZLXPPmag